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RIBBON KNOTS AND RIBBON DISKS
KOUHEI ASANO, YOSHIHIKO MARUMOTO AND
TAKAAKI YANAGAWA
(Received October 23, 1979)
For a ribbon knot, we will define, in §1, the ribbon disk pair associated
with it. On the other hand, J.F.P. Hudson and D.W. Sumners gave a method
to construct a disk pair [2], [13]. In §1 and 2, we will generalize their con-
struction and show that a ribbon disk pair is obtained by our construction and
vice versa.
In [10], C D . Papakyriakopoulos proved that the complement of a classical
knot is aspherical. As an analogy of this, we will prove, in §3, that the com-
pelment of a ribbon disk is aspherical, and it follows from this fact that the
fundamental group of a ribbon knot complement has no element of finite order.
In the final section, we will calculate the higher homotopy groups of a higher-
dimensional ribbon knot complement, and in Theorem 4.4 we show that a
ribbon n-knot for n ^ 3 is unknotted if the fundamental group of the knot comple-
ment is the infinite cyclic group. This result is proved independently by A.
Kawauchi and T. Matumoto [5],
Throughout the paper, we work in the piecewise-linear category although
the results remain valid in the smooth category.
1. Preliminaries
1.1. By Sn we denote an w-sphere, and by Bn or Dn an w-disk. By 3M, int
M and cl M we denote the boundary, the interior and the closure of a manifold
M respectively. In this paper, every submanifold in a manifold is assumed to be
locally flat. If 9MΦ0, by 3)M we mean the double of M, i.e. S)M is obtained
from the disjoint union of two copies of M by identifying their boundaries via
the identity map. For a subcomplex C in a manifold M, N(C; M) is a regular
neighbourhood of C in M. By a pair (M, W) we denote a manifold M and a
proper submanifold W in M, i.e. W Π dM=dW. An n-disk pair is a pair (M, W)
such that M is a disk and W an w-disk. Two pairs (Mlt Wλ) and (M2, W2) are
equivalent if there exists a homeomorphism from M
x
 to M2 which maps Wλ to W2y
and we will identify two equivalent manifold pairs. Let 3){M, W)={3)M, 3)W)
and 3(M, W)=(dM, dW). We denote the unit interval [0, 1] by I, and the Eu-
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clidean n-space by Rn. Let i??"1 be the hyperplane in Rn whose n-th coordinate
is t, i?+ the half space of Rn whose n-th coordinate is non-negative, and R-=
c\(Rn-R%).
An n-knot Kn will mean an embedded n-sphere in an (n+2)-sphere Sn+2.
An n-knot is unknotted if it bounds an (n+l)-disk in Sn+2. For a proper disk Dn
in a manifold M, (M, Dn) is unknotted, or Dn is unknotted in M, if there exists an
(n+l)-disk Dn+1 in M such that Dn+1 Π 3M is an n-disk in 9Z)n+1 and cl(9DΛ+1 Π
int M)=Dn. For terminologies in halnde theory, we refer the readers to [11],
and for knot theory, to [14].
1.2. Let Soy S?, •••, Sm be mutually disjoint w-spheres in a ^-manifold M9
for Λ ^ I , ί ^ 3 . Suppose that an embedding β: BnxI-^Mq satisfies
β(BnxI)Π{Sn
o
v...υsy
 =
 β(Bnχdl).
Then we call /3 or β(BnχI) a fomrf compatible with S J U •••uSi.
Let βi,- -, β
m
 be bands compatible with S g w ••• v S i such that
(1) βi(BnxI)f]βj(BnxI) = 0 i f ίΦ;, and
( 2 ) U{5?; O ^ ^ m } ^ U{/3i(^nx/); l ^ i ^ ^ } is connected.
Then
(U {5?; O ^ i ^ w } - U {/3χΰMχ37); l ^ i ^ m } ) ^ U {βj(dBnxI); l^j^
is an w-sphere, and denoted by
Suppose that Mq=Sn+2 and there exist mutually disjoint (w+l)-disks Bo+\
BV\ - , Bΐ1 with dBr1=Sfί for O^i^m. Then
is called a ribbon n-knot of type (βly •••, /3W).
Our definition of a ribbon n-knot is equivalent to that of [19].
REMARK 1.3. In 1.2, it is easily seen that we can deform isotopically each
band so that
βi(Bn x I) Π SJ = ] βi(Bn x {1}) if j = z, and
V0 otherwise.
Thus we assume that each band of a ribbon n-knot satisfies this condition.
1.4. Let Dn+3 be obtained from the disjoint union of Sn+2χl and Bn+3 by
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identifying Sn+2X {1} and dBn+\ Let Kn be a ribbon zz-knot of type (βly —,
β
m
)9 then we can construct an (w+l)-disk Ln+1 in Dn+3 which bounds Knχ {0}
as follows: Let Z)J+1=(S?X [0, 3/4])^(£?+1X {3/4}) in S Λ + 2 x7 for O^i^m,
where £? + 1 and 5? are as in 1.2. For l ^ j ^ m , let £ y : BnXIxI-+Sn+2xI be
the product of /5; and a map from / into I which takes t to ί/2, i.e.
for Λ G δ " and y, t<=I. Then
L +i = (U {Z)?+1; O ^ i ^ m } - U {^
u U {/3j(dBnxIxI)V@j(BnxIx {1}); 1 ^ ; ^
is an (w+l)-disk and bounds KnX {0} in Z)w+3. Note that the section of Ln+1 by
SΛ+2x{t} is
( 1 )
( 2 )
( 3 ) (
( 4 ) (
( 5 ) 0
if 0 ^
if ί = 1/2 ,
if l/2<ί<3/4,
if ί = 3/4 ,
if 3/4<ί^l . (See Fig. 1.)
ί = 0 t=H2 ί=5/8 ί=3/4
Fig. 1
We call L n + 1 in Z)n + 3 the ribbon (n+l)-disk associated with a ribbon n-knot Kn,
or (Dn+3y Ln+1) the ribbon (n+ΐ)-disk pair associated with Kn.
The double 3){Dn+\ Ln+1) of a ribbon (n+l)-disk pair is an (n+l)-knot in
the (w+3)-sphere WDn+\ Since «Φ(DJ+1U - UZ)1+1) is a trivial (n+l)-link and
each £}(/3i(BnxIxI)) is a band, ^)LΛ+1 is a ribbon (n+l)-knot. Then we say
that d(Dn+\ Ln+1) is an equatorial knot of .0(Z>*+3, Ln+1). (See [19].)
1.5. We will generalize the construction of (w+l)-disk pairs in [2] and [13],
for n ^ l . Let Z>o+1 be an unknotted (w+l)-disk in Bn+3. Adding m 1-handles
h\, '"yhln to Bn+3 such that h) Π D2+ 1=0 for each z, we obtain an (n+3)-disk with
m 1-handles, say V. We take mutually disjoint oriented 1-spheres aiy •••, am on
dV such that α, intersects the belt sphere of h) at only one point, α, Π A}=0 for
/#=; and that 9Z)S+1 bounds an (w+2)-disk in dV-a^ — ^ a
m
. Then we call
{α,} a system of standard curves, or simply standard, on 3F. Let Δ
o
 be a proper
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2-disk in iV(9Z>S+1; QV) such that Δ
o
 intersects 9Z)o+1 at only one point, then we
call Δ
o
 a meridian disk of 9Z>o+1 in dV and a
o
=dA
o
 a meridian of 9Z>2+1 in 87,
where we give an orientation to a0.
Let Ui be a simple closed curve in dV— 9Z)2+1 for l^i^m such that there
exists an ambient isotopy of 9 F which carries wt to α, for all i. Then we add m
2-handles A?, •••, hi to F along t/j, ••, w
m
 such that A? ΠZ)S+ 1=0 for each /. By
the handle cancelling theorem, A? cancels A) for each /, i.e. J ^ u A i w u A « is an
(w+3)-disk Dn+3. In general, Z>2+1 is not unknotted in D n + 3 , so we rewrite Dn0+ι
in Dn+3 as Ln + 1 . We say that the pair (fln+3, LΛ + 1) is of S-type.
Let Δ
o ί
, for l^zrgm, be mutually disjoint meridian disks of 9Z>S+1 in 9F,
and Ύi a band in dV compatible with α t and αOI =9Δ O f such that
( 1 ) 7i(B1χI)ΠΎj(B1xI) = 0 for iφj, and
(2) 7i(B1xI)f)N(dDno+1;dV) = 7i(B1x{O}) for l^i
Then there exists an ambient isotpoy of dV which carries v{ to α t for 1 ^ί^m,
where Vi=EF(aiy aoi; 7,) for each u Thus the (n+3)-manifold obtained from V
by adding TW 2-handles with viy for 1 tίi^m, as the attaching spheres is an (w+3)-
disk which contains Z)o+1 as a proper (n+l)-disk, then this disk pair is said to be
of S*-type. Clearly, a disk pair of 5*-type is of *S-type.
1.6. Let C
o
 be a bouquet of m-\-\ 1-sρheres el, el, •••, eι
m
. Let Z( be the
element of π
λ
{C^ represented by e) for O^i^m. By C denote the 2-dimensional
cell complex obtained from C
o
 by attaching 2-cells el, •••, e2
m
 such that de] is an
element wi=wi{zQi zly •••, ^ w) of TΓ^CQ) with w, (l, sr^  •••, zn)=zi for l ^ z ^ m .
Then we call C a ce// complex of S-type.
In 1.5, cl(V—N(Do+1; V)) has a 1-dimensional spine. Hence, by the as-
sumption on the attaching spheres wt of h
2
iy we have the following:
1.
p g p
 t iy g
Proposition 1.7. Let (Dn+3, Ln+1) be an (n+l)-disk pair of S-type for n^
Then cl(Dn+3-N(Ln+1; Dn+3)) collapses to a cell complex of S-type.
1.8. Under the notation in 1.5, for a closed curve c in 9F—9Z)o+1, we can
choose an element w^π
λ
(dV—dDl+ι) such that, by choosing an arc / in dV— 9Z>o+1
spanning c and a base point, w is represented by c^L Then we say that w is
represented by c. We remark that the choice of w^π^dV— 9Z>o+1), represented
by c, depends on the choice of /. But, in this paper, our argument does not
depend on the choice of /. Let w^π^dV—9Z)S+1) be represented by two simple
closed curves c
x
 and c2 in dV—Z)9?+1. If w^2, then there exists an ambient iso-
topy of dV which carries c
x
 to c2 and keeps 9Z>o
+1
 fixed, but this is false for n=ί.
2. Ribbon disks and disk pairs of S-type
Lemma 2.1. Let w=zv(zOizly' 9zm) be a word in F, the free group on
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^ o ί ^ •'•>#!«• Then w(l,zlf "->zm)=zi in F if and only if there exist a word tj
in F and an integer £ ; such that
w = (π (wfYtyt,.
Proof. The sufficiency is trivial. To prove the necessity, suppose w(\,
zi>'">zm)—zi- Then there exists a word Wj in F which does not contain the
letter z0 for l^j^r such that
w = w^WzZ^^-WrZ^Wr^ and
w1w2"
%
w
r
w
r+ι = Zi in F
where £ ; is an integer for l^j^r. Let tj=w1zo2 wjy then it is trivial that
the required result holds.
L e m m a 2.2. Let Z>S+1, V, α f and Ui be as in 1.5. Then there exist mutually
disjoint meridian disks A
oij of 3Z>o+1 in dV, and a band 7 f y in dV compatible with a{
andaij=dAoijfor ί^i^m and l ^ j ^ r ( z ) such that
(1) JiAB1 X /) Π 7ki(Bι X /) = 0 if (ί, j) Φ (k, I),
(2) ΎijiB'xI) n JV(9Z)3+1; 9F) - r ^ x {0}),
(3) 7^x1)0^ = 0 if iφky and
(4 ) ίλere exwίί an ambient isotopy of dV which keeps 8Z>o+1 fixed and carries
Ui to the simple closed curve
/or l^i^m. (See Fig. 2.)
Fig. 2
Proof of Lemma 2.2. For w = l , the assertion is easily shown by the modi-
fication as in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3
Suppose n^2. Let F=π1(QV— 3Z)2+1), then F is the free group on zo,zu •• ,^ιw,
where z
s
 is represented by a{ for O^i^m. Let wi=Wi(z0> zly •••, zm) be an ele-
ment in F represented by κ, for 1 ^ i^m. Then w, (l, #!, •••, z
m
)=z{ for each ί.
By Lemma 2.1, there exist a word ί
ί ; in F and an integer £, y for l^i^m and
i) such that
»< = (Π (ttj
We note that wf is represented by a simple closed curve w, on dV— 3Z)S+1 of the
form
where tft; and γ o satisfy the required conditions (1), (2) and (3). By 1.8, there
exists an ambient isotopy of dV which keeps 9Z)£+1 fixed and carries u{ to wt for
all i. This completes the proof.
Using Lemma 2.2, we have the following Proposition 2.3:
Proposition 2.3. For n^tl, an {n+Vj-disk pair of S-type is of S*-type.
(The authors should like to thank Prof. F. Hosokawa for pointing out a simpler
proof than their original one.)
Proof. Let (Dn+3,Ln+1) be an (rc+l)-disk pair of S-type constructed in 1.5.
We will use the notations Z)S+1, V> tf, , u{ and h] in 1.5, and notation in Lemma
2.2. By Lemma 2.2, we may assume that the attaching sphere u{ of h] is
EF(ahailf — , a f χ ί ) ; Ύn, —i VirU))
for 1 ^ ί^m. If r(i)=l for all /, then there is nothing to prove. Hence we as-
sume r(ί)^2 for some i. The 2-handle h] can be regarded as an embedding of
B2χBn+1 in Dn+3 such that
h2i(B2χBn+1)ΠF = ti(dB2xBn+1) = Nfa; dV-dDVι).
For some q^ int Bn+1, we may assume h2(dB2χq)=Ui. Then we can define an
embedding£,: B2->Dn+3 by gi(x)=h2(xyq) for #el? 2 . The number of connected
components of a{— U {γ^J^x {1}); l ^ j ^ r ( t ) } is equal to r(i), and denote the
connected components by Uly •••, Ura). We take a point P ; in 3ΰ2 so that gi(Pj)
E[/y for 2^j^r(i). Then there exist mutually disjoint proper simple arcs Γy
in B2 such that one end point of Γy is P y and the other in gT
ι{U^ for 2^j^r(i).
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(See Fig. 4.) Let PFy=iV(Γy; B2) for 2^j^r(i)y then Wj is a 2-disk. We can
regard h2(WjXBn+ι) as a 1-handle on V whose core is hΐζΓjXq). Let V be ob-
tained from F b y attaching 1-handles h2(WjXBn+1) to F for 2^j<^r(i), then F
is an (rc+3)-disk with m+r(i)—ί 1-handles. Obviously cl(B2— (J {Wj; 2^j<>
r(i)}) has r(ι) connected components, say Wly •••, Wra). (See Fig. 4.) Then
h2i(B2χB»+1) = U {h2i(WjXBn+1); 2^j^r(i)}
w
 U {h2i{WkχBn+ι); l^k^r(i)} .
Hence h2(WkxBn+1) can be regarded as a 2-handle on Ϋ, for l ^ ^ ^ r ( ί ) , whose
core is h]{ Wk x q), thus the attaching sphere is h]{dWk x q). By choosing a system
of standard curves {ck} on Ϋsuitably, it follows that h2 (dWkχq) is 3?(ck,&ik; 7ik)
for l^k^r(i). (See Fig. 5.) For any i with r(t)^2y repeat the above. Then
it follows that (Dn+3y Ln+1) is of 5*-type, and this completes the proof.
Fig. 4
Fig. 5
Theorem 2.4. Suppose n^l. Then a ribbon (n+ l)-disk pair is of S-type,
and conversely an (n+Vj-disk pair of S-type is a ribbon disk pair.
Proof. Suppose that (Dn+3, Ln+1) is a ribbon (rc+l)-disk pair, for rc^l,
constructed in 1.4. In order to prove that (Dn+3y Ln+ι) is of 5-type, it suffices to
show that (Z)n+3, Ln+1) is obtained from (F, Z)S+1), as in 1.5, by adding 2-handles
on V. We will find V in Dn+3 such that Ln+1 is unknotted in V.
Let (DΛ+3, Ln+1) be associated with a ribbon w-knot of type (β
u
 ~-,β
m
). We
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will use the notation in 1.2 and 1.4. Let Δn + 1 be an (#+l)-disk, then there exists
an embedding/,: An+1xI->Dn+3y which is a collaring of D?
+1
 in Dn+3y i.e./, (Δ«+1
X/) Π L Λ + 1 c /, (Δ»+1 x 0)=DV\ fi(A»+1 x/) Π 9D«+3=/, (9ΔΛ+1 x/) and /, (ΔΛ+1 x
7)Πlm @j=βj(Bnχ0xI) for O^i^m, ί^j^m. Let iV, be a regular neigh-
bourhood oίfi(An+1 X {1}) in Dn+3 ίorO^i^m such that N{ Π / t (Δw+1 x/)=/, (ΔM+1
X [1/2, 1]) and Nif)βj(BnχIxI)=--0 for 1 ^ j^m. We note that there exists a
homeomorphism g{: Δ
M+1
χZ>2-»iV, for each u Let V=d(Dn+3- (J {iV,; O^z^
m}), then V is homeomorphic to an (n+3)-disk with (m+1) 1-handles. Remark
that {gi(pXdD2)\ O^i^m} is a system of standard curves on V> where p^int
Dn+1. Then Dn+3 is obtained from V by adding 2-handles {iV,} with the attahc-
ing spheres {gi(pX dD2)}. Let f/= [J {/,(ΔW+1X [0,1/2]); O^i^m} w |J {βj(Bnx
Ixl); l^ j^m}, then C/ is an (rc+2)-disk in F such that Lw+1c9C/and cl(9[/—
Ln+1) is an (w+l)-disk in dV. This implies that Ln+1 is unknotted in Vy hence
(DΛ+3, LΛ+1) is of S-type.
Let (Dn+3, Ln+1) be an (w+l)-disk pair of 5-type. By Proposition 2.3, we
may assume that (Dn+3, Ln+1) is of 5*-tyρe. Suppose that (DM+3, Ln+1) is con-
structed as in 1.5, and we will use the notation in 1.5, i.e. Dn+3 is obtained from
V by adding 2-handles with the attaching spheres vi=3'(aiy aoiy 7,). Then we
can "pull back" v{ along the band 7 t until £',- is deformed to coincide with α, .
The 1-handle h), as in 1.5, is homeomorphic to Bn+2xl, and we write h} —
(Bn+2XI)i for convenience. We may assume that h) Π N{cd F)=(J5++2 x /),- and
cίi Π (B++2 X {1/2}),- is one point for 1 ^ i^m, where Bn++2 is an (w+2)-disk in Bn+2.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the band 7/ attaches to α, in a re-
gular neighbourhood, in aiy of (#++2X {l/2}),Πα, , hence int (7ί (ΰ 1 χ7) Πα, ) 3
(Bn++2X {1/2}), Πcii for each ί. Let θ{: Bnxlxl->V be an embedding such that
(9, (β n x/x/)n9F=6>, ( ΰ n x / χ 0 ) , ^ ( J B M x / x / ) n D S + 1 - ^ ( ΰ w x 0 χ / ) and ^ ( ^
D?+ 1=cl((9£n + 2x {1/2}), Π int V) for 1 ^ i^m. By choosing 0, suitably, we can
deform DnQ
+1
 by an ambient isotopy {φt} of Vy which is a "pull back" of v{ along
the band 7, , such that <p0 is the identity map of V and <£>i(Z)o+1) is
(U {Dϊ+1; O ^ ^ m } - U {^(ΰ w χ9/x/); l^y^m})
^ U {θj{dBnxIxI)Vθj(BnxIx {1}; 1^/^m} .
Let β l + 2 = c l ( ΰ n + 2 - 5 r 2 ) , then we can assume that (Bn.+2X {1/2}), does not in-
tersect 2-handles {h)} in V, hence Z>ϊ+1, —,Di+ 1 are unknotted in Dn+3=^ V^hl^
••• ^^w, thus φ
λ
{DVι) is a ribbon (w+l)-disk in Dn+3. This completes the proof.
A. Omae [9] proved that the boundary pair of a 3-disk pair of *5-type is
a ribbon 2-knot for a special case, and L.R. Hitt [1] announced that he proved
that the boundary pair of an («+l)-disk pair of some type is a ribbon n-knot and
the converse.
By Proposition 1.7, Lemma 2.1, the proof of Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.4,
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we have the following:
Corollary 2.5. Let (Dn+\ Ln+1) be a ribobn (n+l)-disk pair for n^\, then
cl(Dn+3-N(Ln+1; Dn+3)) collapses to a cell complex of S-type. Conversely, let C
be a cell complex of S-type. Then there exists a ribbon (n-{-l)-disk pair (Dn+3,
Ln+1) for n^\ such that C is a spine of the exterior of Ln+1 in Dn+3.
In [19], the third author proved the following Proposition 2.6, and we can
give an alternative proof by using Theorem 2.4:
Proposition 2.6. For ri^ϊ, every ribbon n-knot has an equatorial knot.
Proof. Let K* be a ribbon w-knot, and (Z>n+3, Ln+1) the ribbon (ιH-l)-disk
pair associated with Kn. By Theorem 2.4, (Z>n+3, Ln+1) is of S-type. Hence
there exists an unknotted (w+l)-disk Z>o+1 in F, an (?z+3)-disk with m 1-handle,
such that (Dn+39 Ln+1) is obtained from (V, DnQ+1) by attaching m 2-handles Af, —,
hi to V-DV1. (See 1.5.) We can realize V in Rn+3 so that
( 1 ) V is a regular neighbourhood of W in JRΛ+3, where W is a bouquet of
m 1-spheres in RV\ and VΠRn0
+2
=N(W; Rn0+2)>
( 2 ) the pair (V> Z>S+1) is symmetric with respect to i?o+2, and
( 3 ) DTι Πi?S+2 is an w-disk, say DJ, and Dn0+1 Πi?Γ2 is an («+l)-disk for
e=±
Let V
o
=VΓ\Ro+29
 t n e n
 9 F 0 c 3 F . Hence we can choose a system of standard
curves {αj on dV0 so that it is also standard on dV. A meridian a0 of dDl in
dV0 is a meridian of 9Z)?+1 in dV. For the attaching sphere u{ of a 2-handle Af
on V, let«;,- be an element of π^dV— dD%+1) represented by u{ for 1 tίiiίm. Since
π^dVo—dDfy^π^dV— 3Z>S+1) by the isomorphism induced by the inclusion, we
may regard WiG^(dV
o
—dDo). By Lemma 2.1 and the proof of Lemma 2.2,
there exist mutually disjoint simple closed curves uly * ',um in 9F0—dDl which
represent wl9 "*,wm, and an ambient isotopy of Vo which carries w, to α, for all u
By 1.8, Ui and u{ are ambient isotopic in dV— 9Z)J+1, because w, and M, represent
the same element «;,- in π^dV— dDo+1). This means that we can choose the
attaching sphere wf of Af in Vo= V Π i?o
+2
 Then we can realize each 2-handle h]
in Rn+3 so that it is symmetric with respect to Ro+2. Hence it follows that Vw |J
{Af ί^i^m} is symmetric with respect to i?2+2 and
( 9 ( F ^ u {A?; i^^W)πi?r3,9Z)s+ 1ni2r3) = (i?r2, £n+)
is an w-disk pair of S-type. Then (Sn+\ Kn)=£)(Dn++2, Ln+) has the equatorial
knot d(Dn++2, LI). This completes the proof.
3. Asphericity of ribbon disks
In this section, we will prove that the complement of a higher dimensional
ribbon disk is aspherical which is an analogy to the case of classical knots [10],
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3.1. Regarding S4 as a one point compactification of JR4, we may consider
that a 2-knot is in R4. By Proposition 2.6, we can assume that a ribbon 2-knot
K2 satisfies the followings:
( 1 ) K2 is symmetric with respect to i?o,
( 2 ) K2 Π R\ has elliptic critical points only in i?i, and
( 3 ) K2 Π R4+ has hyperbolic critical points only in Rl (Fig. 6).
t=-\ t=\
Fig. 6
Deforming the above description, it is easily seen that K2 can be described as
follows:
( 1 ) all elliptic critical points occur at R\ or 7?i2, and
( 2 ) all hyperbolic critical points occur at Ro (Fig. 7).
t=-2 t=-1.5 t=0
Fig. 7
The latter description of a 2-knot is called a splitting by SJ. Lomonaco [7],
then using this splitting, he has stated the following in the proof of Theorem 3.2
in [7]:
Proposition 3.2. Let K2 be a ribbon 2-knot of type (βly •••, βm), and d* a
proper 3-disk in N(β{; S4) such that the intersection of d] and βi(B2χI) is /3 t(β 2χ
{1/2}) and dd]c:S4—K2. Let * be a base point in S4—K2, and /, a simple arc in
S4—K2 which spans the base point * and dd], then we denote by \pdz{\ the element of
π2(S4-K2)=π2(S4-K2, *) represented by /, U ddl Then π2(S4-K2) is generated
by [3d?], ••-,[&/«] cis a Zπ
Γ
module, where Zπ
λ
 is the integral group ring of π
x
=
^(S4-K2). (See Fig. 8.)
u
<0>
π
Fig. 8
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The following Proposition 3.3 has been proved by the third author [20]:
Proposition 3.3. Let (Dn+3, Ln+ι) be the ribbon (n+l)-disk pair associated
with a ribbon n-knot K\ and (Sn+3, Kn+1)=£>(Dn+\ L*+1). // n^2, then π
λ
{Sn+2
Lemma 3.4. Let (Z)n+3, Ln+V) be the ribbon (n-\-\)-diskpair associated with
a ribbon n-knot Kn. If ri^2y then the inclusion from Sn+2—Kn into Dn+3—Ln+1
induces an onto-homomorphism π2(Sn+2—Kn)->π2(Dtt+3—Ln+1) as ZπΓmodules.
Proof. Let N, T be regular neighbourhoods of Ln+1 in Dn+3 and Kn in Sn+2
respectively, then in order to prove Lemma 3.4 it suffices to show the surjectivity
of π£SΛ+2-int T)->π2(Dn+3-int N).
Let Σ2 be a 2-dimensional polyhedron in Dn+3—int N. By Theorem 2.4,
Dn+3—'mt N consists of 0-, 1- and 2-handles. By the general position argu-
ments, we can assume that Σ2 does not intersect the cores of 0-, 1- and 2-handles.
This implies that Σ2 is in the boundary collar of Dn+3—int N. Hence we can
move Σ
2
 homotopically into d(Dn+3—int iV), and we denote the image of Σ2 in
9(Z>M+3-int N) by the same symbol Σ2. Note that d(Dn+3-'mtN)=(Sn+2-mt T)
[]Bn+1xS\ where / is an identifying map of 8(B i + 1 χS ι ) and 9(SΛ + 2-int T)=
dT. Again by the general position arguments, Σ2 does not intersect pxS1 in
d(Dn+z—int iV), wherep<Ξ int Bn+\ thus we can push Σ2 into Sn+2—int Γ. This
fact and Proposition 3.3 follow the required result. This completes the proof of
Lemma 3.4.
Lemma 3.5. For a ribbon 3-disk pair (Z)5, L3), we have π2(D5—L3)=0.
Proof. Let (Z)5, L3) be associated with a ribbon 2-knot of type (βlf •••, βm).
Then we will use the notation in 1.4 for n=2 and in Proposition 3.2. The 2-
sphere ddϊ bounds the 3-disk (9i?x [0, 3/4])^(έ/?X {3/4}) in D5-L3 for each i.
It follows from this and Lemma 3.4 that τr2(Z)5—L3)=0.
The following Theorem 3.6 is a generalization of [18]:
Theorem 3.6. Let (Dn+3y Ln+1) be a ribbon (n+l)-diskpair with n^ 1, then
Dn+3__L»+i i s
Proof. By Corollary 2.5, there exists a cell complex C of *S-type such that
Dn+3—Ln+1 is homotopy equivalent to C. Again by Corollary 2.5, there exists a
ribbon 3-disk pair (Z)5, L3) such that D5—L3 is homotopy equivalent to C. It
follows from Lemma 3.5 that π2(C)=0. Let C be the universal covering space
of C. Then Hi(C)=0 for z'^3, since C is 2-dimensional. Thus, by Hurewicz
theorem, C is aspherical, because π2(C)^π2(C)=0. Therefore C is aspherical.
This completes the proof.
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REMARK 3.7. A cell complex of 5-tyρe is a subcomplex of a contractible
2-complex, and it follows from the proof of Theorem 3.6 that a cell complex
of S-type is aspherical. This gives a partial answer to a problem of J.H.C.
Whitehead: Is any subcomplex of an aspherical 2-comρlex aspherical?
Corollary 3.8. Let Kn be a ribbon n-knot for n^l, then ^(Sn+2—Kn) has
no element of finite order.
Proof. For n=l, the assertion is a special case of [10]. For w^2, this
is true by Proposition 3.3, Theorem 3.6 and a result due essentially to P.A.
Smith (p. 216 in [3]), namely: The fundamental group of an aspherical poly-
hedron of finite dimenion has no element of finite order.
T. Yajima characterized the knot groups of ribbon 2-knots in [16], then
by Colrollary 3.8 and [16] we have the following:
Corollary 3.9. Let G be a finitely presented group having a Wirtinger pre-
sentation cf deficiency 1 with GjG'^Z. Then G has no element of finite order.
4. Unknotting ribbon knots
Theorem 4.1. Let Kn be a ribbon n-knot for n^3, then we have π-
ί
(Sn+2—
Proof. By Proposition 2.6, there exists a ribbon w-disk pair (Dn + 2, Ln) such
that $(Dn+\ L*)=(SΛ + ?, Kn). Let (Z)
ε
M+2
, Z,J) be a copy of (Dn+\ Ln) for €=±,
then @{Dn+\ Ln) is obtained from the disjoint union of (Z>*++2, L\) and (Z)n_+2, LL)
by identifying their boundaries via the identity map. Let (Sn+\ Ko~1)=d(Dn++29
L+), i.e. Kl~ι is an equatorial knot of Kn. Let Xbe the universal covering space
of Sn+2-K\ Xz the lift of Z ) ; + 2 - L ; in Xίox S=±, and Xo the lift of S'^-Ki'
1
in X. By Proposition 3.3, all of X+y X_ and Xo are also universal covering spaces.
By the Mayer-Vietoris theorem, we have the following exact sequence:
- Hj(X) -> H^X,) -> HJ^
By Theorem 3.6, Hj(Xz)=0 ίorj^ί and 6=±. Therefore it follows that Hj(X)
Suppose n = 3 , then π2(S5—K3)^H2(X)^ 11^X^=0. By induction on the
dimension n, it is easily seen that the fact H^X^^HJ^XQ) and £1^X^=0 implies
Hi(X0)=0 for ί^i^n— 1, and this implies the required result.
4.2. Addendum to Theorem 4.1. From the proof of Theorem 4.1, it
follows that π
u
(SΛ+2-K'')Gxπ
u
-
ι
(St'+1-KΪ~ι) for n^3. Concerning π
n
(Sn+2-Kn)
for a ribbon w-knot Kn with w^3, we can conclude the similar result to that in
Proposition 3.2.
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The following Proposition 4.3 is due to A. Kawauchi ([4] or p. 331 in [14]):
Proposition 4.3. For a 2-knot K2, S4—K2 is homoΐopy equivalent to S1 if
and only if^(S4-K2)^Z.
Theorem 4.4. Let Kn be a ribbon n-knot for n^3. If π
x
{Sn+2-Kn)^Zy
then Kn is unknotted.
Proof. We can use the notation in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Note that,
in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we have H^^H^^X^) for j^2.
Suppose n=3 and π
ι
(Ss—K3)^Z9 then by Proposition 3.3 it follows that
π1(S4—Kl)^Z, where Kl is an equatorial knot of Kz. By Proposition 4.3, we
have Hi(X0)=0 for all ί ^  1. It follows from this that HS(X)=0 for j ί> 1. There-
fore S5— K3 is homotopy equivalent to Sι, hence by [6], [12] and [IS], K3 is un-
knotted. Similarly, for w^4, it is easy to see that the assertion is true by induc-
tion on the dimension n. This completes the proof.
Recently A. Kawauchi and T. Matumoto [5] have obtained independently
the same result as Theorem 4.4.
The following is obtained by Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 4.4:
Corollary 4.5. Let Kn be a ribbon n-knot for n^4, then any equatorial
knot of Kn is unknotted if Kn is unknotted.
For n=2y Corollary 4.5 is false. For example, Kinoshita-Terasaka knot is
an equatorial knot of the unknot [8]. The case w=3 still remains open.
FINAL REMARK. In 1.2, 1.4 and 1.5, we defined a ribbon knot, a ribbon
disk pair and a disk pair of 5-tyρe. It is easy to generalize our definition of
ribbon knots to the case of links, i.e. ribbon links. Then the same generaliza-
tions are possible for ribbon disk pairs and "of S-type". In this generalized
case, Theorems 2.4 and 3.6 remain valid.
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